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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a music continuation system using pattern
matching to find patterns within a library of MIDI files using a real-
time algorithm to build a system which can be used as interactive
DJ system. This paper also looks at the influence of different kinds
of pattern matching on MIDI file analysis. Many pattern-matching
algorithms have been developed for text analysis, voice recognition
and Bio-informatics but as the domain knowledge and nature of
the problems are different these algorithms are not ideally suitable
for real time MIDI processing for interactive music continuation
system. By taking patterns in real-time, via MIDI keyboard, the sys-
tem searches patterns within a corpus of MIDI files and continues
playing from the user's musical input. Four different types of pat-
tern matching are used in this system (i.e. exact pattern matching,
reverse pattern matching, pattern matching with mismatch and
combinatorial pattern matching in a single system). After comput-
ing the results of the four types of pattern matching of each MIDI
file, the system compares the results and locates the highest pattern
matching possibility MIDI file within the library.
CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems → Information retrieval query pro-
cessing; • Theory of computation → Pattern matching; Ap-
proximation algorithms analysis; • Applied computing→ Sound
and music computing; • Computer systems organization→
Real-time systems;
KEYWORDS
MIDI pattern matching, music information retrieval, interactive
music continuation system,exact pattern matching, reverse pattern
matching,approximate pattern matching, combinatorial pattern
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1 INTRODUCTION
The MIDI file format is one of the most popular and broadly applied
forms of symbolic music representation. Despite having limitations,
its wide adoption has resulted in many, many MIDI databases that
are available on the Internet. With the rapid advancement of Digital
Audio Workstations and the advent of inexpensive MIDI controllers
and keyboards, musicians can easily compose, distribute and share
MIDI files.
Pattern matching is a primitive problem in the field of computer
science as well as in information retrieval. With the advancement
of computer science, researchers have developed many pattern-
matching algorithms, but most of these algorithms are problem
specific. These algorithms are developed for voice recognition, text
matching and in bioinformatics for DNA or RNA matching.
Music information retrieval is one of the popular topics in field
of music and technology. Many researchers have developed com-
putational representation system of Music and MIDI as well as
algorithms for music and MIDI pattern matching. But these algo-
rithms have some weakness [2, 3, 14]. In text matching a fixed
number of letters and spaces between words are primary factors.
With the help of the space between two words, the system can
easily detect them as different instances. In Gnome, DNA and RNA
pattern matching of bioinformatics, there is a fixed number of let-
ters (A, T, G, and C) that are used for matching. MIDI, on the other
hand, is a continuous file without spaces and with a large number
of tokens. In MIDI pattern matching, every note event has equal
importance in terms of pattern matching. So, taking the main logic
from these algorithms, this paper implements pattern matching
algorithms for finding patterns within MIDI files of a MIDI library.
In this paper, exact pattern matching, reverse pattern matching, pat-
tern matching with mismatch and combinational pattern matching
are implemented to support a real-time music continuation system.
Taking live input from a musician through a MIDI keyboard, this
system searches a corpus of MIDI files, finds the best match, and
continues playing when the musician pauses. In order to account
for user mistakes or inaccurate musical input combinatorial pattern
matching and approximate parent matching help the user to find
the desired content.
2 RELATEDWORK
A lot of work has been done to find a pattern within a MIDI file,
as well as implementations of pattern matching for text matching,
speech recognition, and bioinformatics. Other work has been done
to find the desired MIDI file in a large MIDI database.
A system [15] with content-based retrieval has been used to
find the same music composition with a different version of a song
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within a large MIDI database. In the first step, MIDI data preprocess-
ing is done by parsing MIDI note events and melodies. By taking
the concept from Bag-of-words representation (a text matching
algorithm), note distributions are found. A query by humming sys-
tem is used to input the melody's features. Clausen et. al. [4] use
content based retrieval approach for MIDI and audio. The authors
introduce two search engine frame-works, MiDiLiBi project for au-
dio and Notify! for MIDI, for searching a database. While searching
in the database, only MIDI note events are considered. In addition,
the metrical position of the notes is also taken into account and
this metrical position and pitch is used to index the notes. These
two parameters are then compared in the database to find the most
similar MIDI file in the data-base. Another content-based retrieval
paper [11] uses graph structure to the measure similarity between
melodic content, symbolic music.
Raffel et. al. [13] introduce a system based on convolution network-
based cross-modality hashing scheme which can effectively match
and align MIDI files corresponding to their audio content to in a
large corpus of audio.
Dovey [8] tries to deploy an Online Music Retrieval and Search-
ing project for polyphonic music searching. A piano roll based
algorithm is used to identify a polyphonic query within a large
polyphonic music library. In the piano roll based algorithm, poly-
phonic music is represented as a piano roll where punched holes
signify the playing of a note and the horizontal position in the roll
signifies playing time of that note. A command line test framework
named OMARS is used to test different search algorithms.
In recent years, combinational pattern matching and approxi-
mate pattern matching have gained the attention of researchers.
An approximate pattern matching algorithm for text matching tries
to solve the string matching problem by reducing time complexity
in a practical way [1]. First, text strings are divided into words or
blocks by the appearance of spaces. Comparison is done on each
word with the given word by character and by finding the matched
character(s). If there is any match between characters it will count
as 1, otherwise it will be counted as 0. If a character occurs more
than once in a word, it is considered as distinct and it is counted.
Then it counts the total characters matched in each word. Collins
et. al. [6] combine pattern discovery algorithm and inexact pattern
matching algorithm to solve the inexact pattern matching problem
of the current geometric intra-opus pattern discovery approach
within a piece of music.
Different types of approximate string matching algorithms have
been applied to text matching. Researchers try to deploy some of
these algorithms in music pattern matching. Clifford et. al. [5] dis-
cuss the advancement of approximate string matching and demon-
strate the use these algorithms on string based music representation
i.e MIDI. This paper gives an overview on some widely used ap-
proximate string matching algorithms with example and then show
their practical application inmusic. The paper also discuss about the
time complexity of different types of pattern matching algorithms.
Kline et. al. [10] conduct an experiment to show the error rate of
query by humming technique is with for the existing algorithm to
find the voice matching. This paper also develops an approximate
pattern matching algorithm which improves the search result for
error filled vocal user quires within a music library. Crochemore
et. al. [7] discussed about three version of Boyer-Moore algorithms
δ -BM1, δ -BM2 and δ -BM3 for approximate pattern matching in
music score. This paper uses (γ , δ )- matching where γ is a bound
on total number of errors and δ is the version of suffix tries and
sub-word graphs.
Pachet [12] presents an interactive music continuation system
using Markov model of musical styles to resolve the limitations
of the user's management of rhythm, beat, harmony, and impreci-
sion. Another paper [9] describes a real time system which takes
musical phrases from a MIDI keyboard, converts it in a score level
description and then automatically rendered it as a graphic score.
As the Music Information Retrieval field growing rapidly, few
works have been done to identify the issues of pattern matching
algorithms. Two paper [2, 3] discuss about the existing issues of mu-
sical pattern matching and retrieving pattern from musical strings.
Velardo et. al. [14] provide a relative analysis of existing algorithms
that are used to calculate symbolic melodic similarity based on
eight criteria.
So far, different papers use different techniques for searching de-
siredmusic content in a database or online. Content based searching
is widely used for music searching in a database [4, 11, 15] Approx-
imate pattern matching and combinatorial pattern matching are
rarely used for music information retrieval though they are already
used in text pattern matching [1]. This paper implements these two
types of pattern matching along with the exact pattern matching
and the reverse pattern matching to retrieve music from a library
of MIDI files and also evaluates and compares their significances.
3 SYSTEM OVERVIEW
Pattern matching within a MIDI files searches every occurrence
of a given pattern in several ways within the MIDI file database.
The aim of this work is to build an alternative music continuation
system which is interactive as well as cost effective. To build a
system for music continuation/ DJ, time complexity is a great factor.
The second aim of this work is to build the system which time
complexity is lower or equal to a DJ system while moving one
track to another, without compromising the accuracy of the pattern
matching. The final aim is to evaluate the efficiency of each type of
pattern matching while finding pattern in the MIDI library.
The whole work is divided into two sections. First, the MIDI files
and user input are transcript and then, with the help of the user
input pattern, pattern matching is done. In the data transcription
phase, note lists are extracted from the MIDI files, and then a MIDI
keyboard takes the user input. The user data is then processed
and saved as a pattern. After getting the user pattern, different
types of pattern matching (i.e. exact pattern matching, reverse
pattern matching, pattern matching with mismatch and combina-
torial pattern matching) are performed on the MIDI files. For each
type of pattern matching a file will be constructed to represent
the matching. After getting all the individual results for each pat-
tern matching, a final list will show the cumulative results which
represent the highest matching possibility of each position in the
MIDI files of the library. Then the system will sum all the match-
ing probabilities and the highest match music will be played via
Digital Audio workstation. Figure 1 illustrates the overview of the
proposed system.
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Figure 1: Proposed system.
4 DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM
In this paper, only MIDI note events are used for the pattern match-
ing. To extract the MIDI note events, the MIDI files of the MIDI
library are read and all the notes of each MIDI are stored in separate
files that are used by the pat-tern-matching model.
A MIDI keyboard is used to take the real-time pattern as user
input. The system will wait for 3 seconds of 'silence 'for user inputs
before searching the database. After playing a query of MIDI notes,
the system will calculate the length of MIDI notes and the system
will save it as a pattern. If the user uses any other system control,
for example the mod-wheel or foot pedal the system, the system
will discard that information. The pattern matching process is done
with four different types of pattern matching. For each type of
pattern matching, a file is constructed to represent the matching
in accordance with the position of the MIDI file. The user can give
input via MIDI keyboard any time while the system is calculating
the patter matching or the file with highest match played via Digital
Audio Workstation. The system will take the new input as a new
pattern and search again.
4.1 Exact Pattern Matching
In exact pattern matching, the given pattern will be matched in the
MIDI file. First the system will calculate the length of MIDI file and
user pattern. Then the system will try to match each note of the
pattern with the MIDI file according to position. The program tries
to match the first note of the pattern with the first note of a MIDI
file. If first note matched, the second note of the pattern will be
matched and so on. If a pattern is matched, then the initial position
will be denoted by 1. If the first note is not matched, the position
will be denoted by 0 and the system will try to match the first note
of the pattern with the second note and so on. In that way, a file
will be constructed which has the same length of the MIDI file but
it will contain a bit-map with the exact pattern probability for each
position.
4.2 Reverse Pattern Matching
In reverse pattern matching, the reverse order of the given pattern
is matched within the MIDI file. In case of reverse pattern matching,
if the reverse pattern is matched, then the initial position will be
denoted by 0.75. If the reverse pattern is not matched, then each
position will be denoted by 0. In that way, a file will be constructed
which has the same length of the MIDI file but it will contain the
reverse pattern matching probability for each position. A reverse
match is considered less desirable than an exact match, hence the
0.75 weighting for reverse matches.
4.3 Pattern Matching with Mismatch
Approximate pattern matching is one of the major challenges in pat-
tern matching problems. Approximate pattern matching algorithm
compares a data sequence with a pattern and find the patterns with
N number of Mismatch.
If D is the MIDI Note sequence, P is the pattern and N is the
number of mismatch,
D = 45, 37, 65, 46, 78, 34, 89
P = 65, 36, 78, 34
Result: 45, 37, 65, 46○, 78, 34, 89.
N = 1
In this section, an algorithm is implemented for MIDI pattern
matching with N number of mismatches. All in-stances of a MIDI
pattern will be matched in aMIDI file with N number of mismatches
for each instance of the MIDI pattern in the MIDI file. Here N starts
with one unit less than the length of the pattern. The amount of
mismatch will be calculated dynamically by the system. If N is the
number of mismatch and q is the length of the pattern and u is the
amount of match, then
u = ((N − 2) − q)/N (1)
The threshold of mismatch is
q − N >= 2 (2)
which means at least 2 notes should be present in the mismatch.
To find the patterns with mismatch, the system checks the num-
ber of mismatch allowed. Then it tries to match the first note of
the pattern with the first note of a MIDI file. If first note matched ,
it will update the matched note counter. And then go to the next
position of the MIDI file. If first note not is matched it will update
the mismatch counter with 1. The system will check the current
number of mismatches allowed. If the number of mismatch allowed
is True, the system will try to match the second note of the pattern
with the second note of the MIDI file. If second note matched the
system updates number of matched note. It also matches the first
note of the pattern with the second note of the MIDI file to check
whether or not they match. If the number of mismatch exceeds, the
program ends the first instance of pattern matching but continues
the second instance which is running from the second note of the
MIDI file and repeat the whole process.
The number of mismatches is computed dynamically by the
system. For each number of mismatch, the system perform the
above mentioned process.
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4.4 Combinational Pattern Matching
In combinational pattern matching, the system takes different com-
binations of the given pattern and tries to find each occurrence of
each combination in the MIDI files. First, the system calculates the
length of the pattern and performs permutations of the pattern.
Then the system follows the exact pattern matching algorithm for
each combination to find matches. If any matches are found, the
system will denote it with 0.50.
4.5 Final Representation
The final result represents the whole MIDI file according to the
highest matching of each position for the different pattern matching
types. In this phase, the value of each position in the different
pattern matching results will be compared and the highest pattern
matching value will be presented. The MIDI file with cumulative
highest match will be played via a DAW.
5 SYSTEM EVALUATION
The evaluation of the system is divided into three sections. First,
it is evaluated by the efficiency of the system for use as a music
continuation / DJ system to play music files from a MIDI library.
Next, the significance of the four different pattern matching algo-
rithms is evaluated to find their contribution in the whole pattern
matching of MIDI files within MIDI library. Finally, the efficiency
of the algorithms are evaluated.
5.1 Data Set
For evaluating the system, a library of 100 MIDI files are taken as
data set. This data set comprises western music, Irish music, and
Indian music. Table 1 shows the data set that are used for system
evaluation.
Table 1: Data Set for System Evaluation
Genre Number of MIDI Files
Western Hip-hop 20
Western Dance music 20
Irish Music 20
Indian Dance Music 20
Contra Dance Music 20
To evaluate the system, 10 users from Music Technology depart-
ment are selected. 3 of them have strong technical knowledge with
less musical knowledge. Other 3 users have strongmusic knowledge
with less technical background. Rest 4 users have equal knowledge
both music and technology. The experience of these three groups
of users help to determine the system 's efficiency as music contin-
uation system as well as the Contribution of four types of pattern
matching in this music continuation system.
5.2 Music Continuation System
The MIDI library of the 100 MIDI files are taken to test the effective-
ness of the current system as a music continuation system. A MIDI
keyboard is used to take in-put/pattern. The user changes track by
using only a small keyboard, CME Xkey. According to the evaluator,
this system simplifies the current DJ/ music continuation system
and it can be a good alternative of current for mu-sic continuation
system. According to the user, this pro-posed system will removes
the barrier of buying and carrying large and costly DJ equipment.
5.3 Contribution of Four Types of Pattern
Matching
In this part, the contribution and significance of four types of pat-
tern matching in a MIDI library are evaluated. The system is evalu-
ated by taking 100 patterns via MIDI keyboard and the number of
occurrences identified by each pattern algorithm are counted. The
mean weight for each algorithm across all 100 database searches is
calculated to reflect the actual use of each option. Table 2 shows the
number of occurrence and mean of each type of pattern matching
for 100 patterns.
Table 2: Result of Four Types of Pattern Matching
Pattern Matching Type Number of occurrence Mean
Exact Pattern Matching 27 0.27
Reverse Pattern Matching 22 0.22
Pattern Matching with Mismatch 317 3.17
Combinatorial Pattern Matching 19 0.19
From these 100 patterns, 27 times the input pattern was exactly
matched in the MIDI library and the reverse pat-tern was matched
22 times. On the other hand a total of 317 approximatematches were
found in the MIDI library. While the exact and reverse searches
were useful around 20% of the time, the combinatorial search only
identified 19 matches and contributed 9.5% of the matching weight.
This was unexpected as its impact was anticipated to be much
more significant. On the other hand, the mismatch search had the
highest impact, identifying the most results. From this analysis it is
clear that approximate pattern matching has the highest influence
compared to the other types of pattern matching. Furthermore,
the exact pattern matching works well with the system evaluators
who have strong musical background. For other types of system
evaluators, approximate pattern matching seems to be helpful to
play with the system.
5.4 Efficiency of the system
To evaluate the efficiency, the Boyer-Moore algorithm and Rabin-
Karp algorithm were implemented for pattern matching in MIDI
files within a MIDI library from the method described by Clifford
and Ilopoulos [5]. The mean time complexity of the our original
system is 0.74 second where the mean time complexity of the sys-
tem using Boyer-Moore algorithm is 0.81 second and Rabin-Karp
algorithm is 0.87 second.
6 FUTUREWORK
To minimize the time complexity and to increase the efficiency of
the system, Knuth-Morris-Pratt algorithm, and Bitap algorithm will
be implemented for pattern matching in MIDI files . By implement-
ing these algorithms, time complexity will be analyzed for each
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algorithm, thus it will be easy to find the most efficient algorithm
for different kinds of pattern matching in a MIDI file.
A number of other application areas exist which will be pursued
and examined. Live performance and improvisation with human
musicians as well as other artificial agents is a distinct possibility
for the system described herein.
7 CONCLUSION
Pattern matching is a challenging task for Music information re-
trieval. MIDI is a popular file format in music, and is readily avail-
able for pattern matching applications. Many researches have been
done to find the desired MIDI file in a database but using pattern
matching within a MIDI corpus for an interactive music contin-
uation system remains as an area for improvement. So far, less
researches have been done to examine the possibilities of using
approximate pattern matching and combinatorial pattern matching
to find the desired music file in a database. The possibilities therein
motivate us to do research on pattern matching in a MIDI library
and to that end, this paper is introduced.
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